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Pennelli Faro brings excitement to Cosmopack 2015 
 

 

 
Pennelli Faro confirms its class presence at the event in Bologna, a happening of innovation for the 

cosmetics industry, turning its set into a creative space to exchange ideas and build collaborations. 

The stand proved once again unique for its minimalism, reviving the idea of elegance and customer 

satisfaction through essential design (less is more!), with an intense impact created by scenographic elements 

such as external wheels on which maxi kabuki brushes were stitched. These brushes are made of 

Dermocura®, a dermatologically tested ultra-silky yarn, a creation of Pennelli Faro’s research. 

Inside, an open space for meetings, intended as a creative workshop, with stools and large white tables with 

large jars containing make up and treatment brushes, available for visitors to touch and try the quality of a 

manufacture that is still entirely made in Italy. 

Creativity and vision were the key words in the trade fair edition that just ended.  

The 2015’s novelties showcased strongly innovative features, showing Pennelli Faro’s creative development 

in the industry of makeup brushes and beauty accessories: the ultimate way to apply foundation using the 

contouring technique, a collection of brushes for beauty treatments dedicated to both beauty farms and 

consumers, and a selection of makeup brushes exclusively for men, a collection of masculine accessories 

with a dedicated design and finish, focused on the idea of strength and on the materials. 

Like every year, Pennelli Faro returns from Cosmopack 2015 with strong inspiration based on the discovery 

of new parts of the world, thanks to the cooperation with worldwide famous brands and buyers. For these, 

Pennelli Faro will design and manufacture collections of brushes for different makeup uses, according to 

each brand’s beauty idea. 

Find out more on our website, and be inspired! 
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